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"Are You Tired of Eating Salmon or
Whiting Fish That's not Free from

Industrial Chemicals or Affordable?"

Announcing The Abundant Seas Fish Program in Los Angeles!
Stop Buying Inferior Fish From Supermarket Chains
That Abuse Your Trust and Sell You Overpriced Fish.

The Abundant Seas Fish Program is underway in Los Angeles.

The fish that many of you buy in the supermarket chains is full of contaminants the average consumer
is unaware of. Additionally, the fish is overpriced for a small amount of product.

Surely, you can purchase better than that!

A Quick View of the Program.

5 lb bag of Whiting Fish cost $9.99
5 lb bag of Salmon Fish cost $29.99
A minimum of 165 people to pre-purchase at least $40 of
fish
This keeps your prices low by buying in bulk
A portion of the profits goes to local charity
Shipments come in every week
Pick up your order locally

The Whiting and Salmon fish comes from the North Pacific
Ocean.

These tasty and savory fish cook clean on the grill and leaves you wanting more after every meal.

Here's what you get
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15 plus Whiting Filets per bag
12-15 Salmon Filets per bag
Ships Frozen
"D-Cut Fish" meaning the belly fat has been removed so you get 5 lbs of fish, not fat.
Nothing Detected when tested for 9 Industrial Chemicals
EPA Least Amount of Mercury at 0.06 parts/million
Bulk buying keeps the price low for everyone

Currently, we serve the greater Los Angeles Area and it's surrounding cities and counties with plans of
expansion later.

The key to that Increase is your participation.

Here's how to get your fish. Simply fill out the information below!

You will be taken to the order page
Purchase a minimum of $40 of fish if you like
All transactions are secure via PayPal
Come pick up your fish at our location by Leimert Park
Delivery may be scheduled for an additional fee
Wash, Rinse and Repeat

It's just that simple. Order Now!

Name:

Email:

Submit

We will never share your information with anyone
and you may opt-out at anytime!
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